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Fansadox_Comics_Collection.part18. In this
particular comic, told in text plus
accentuated by lovingly detailed pictures of
sadistic sex and bondage, sexual slavery,
you get not one but three tales of heartache,
pain, pleasure, and shame! These college-
age, co-ed cuties believe they re above the
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legislation and the rules, but when a hard
reality comes down on each of them in turn,
each girl finds herself trapped in her own
private hell, captured by cruel captors who
show neither mercy nor compassion. This
monster issue, filled with only the filthiest
and sickest images associated with broken
babes and gang hammer orgies, is a great
purchase since you get three absolutely
unclean, humiliating, and shameful stories
within one! These babes are in for a real
huge surprise, as they wake up in a dungeon-
like prison, only to discover that their captor
has made them his sex slaves and they re
now in for some real sexual punishment that
they ll never forget! Now these cuties go out
on a safari that involves getting tied to a
tree, receiving a hot whipping,
waterboarding, and then a dual electric
shock torment! And one of these girls winds
up becoming a meal for the big ol fish in the
center of this sordid scene! It s not pretty,
not nice, and not safe, but you know that
these girls will love every minute of it!
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reality comes down on each of them in turn,
each girl finds herself trapped in her own
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show neither mercy nor compassion. This
monster issue, filled with only the filthiest
and sickest images associated with broken
babes and gang hammer orgies, is a great
purchase since you get three absolutely

unclean, humiliating, and shameful stories
within one! These babes are in for a real
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like prison, only to discover that their captor
has made them his sex slaves and they re
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tree, receiving a hot whipping,
waterboarding, and then a dual electric

shock torment! And one of these girls winds
up becoming a meal for the big ol fish in the
center of this sordid scene! It s not pretty,
not nice, and not safe, but you know that

these girls will love every minute of it!
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